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I. INTRODUCTION
N ETWORKED Control Systems (NCS) [1] - [3] are control systems in which different devices (sensor, actuator, controller) are connected by means of a shared communication medium. NCS can be found in several kinds of control applications: teleoperation, supervisory control, avionics, chemical plants, etc. Their main advantages are wiring reduction, easier and cheaper maintenance, and cost optimization. Their main drawbacks are existence of time-varying delays, lack of synchronization among devices, bandwidth limitations, and packet dropouts.
The problem under focus in this work is the loss of performance arising when nominal controllers (particularly, PID ones) are implemented in a networked setting subject to time-varying delays between measurements and actuation, so a network-aware probabilistic stability analysis is proposed.
First, in this paper, network considerations are faced. Indeed, the variation of the network features (number of nodes connected to the network, bandwidth occupied by each node, etc.) affect the network load, and hence, the probabilistic distribution of the sensor-to-actuator delay. TrueTime [4] is a simulation tool that enables to easily simulate event-based networked control systems with random time-varying delays, and it is becoming a standard simulation tool in this research field. Using the TrueTime features, a simulation study of the control application can be done; in particular, probabilistic information (histograms) on the control-relevant network delays. Such a simulation can, of course, be replaced by actual measurements on a real network if the suitable hardware and software for network monitoring is available. In this work, not only simulation results but also experimental ones are provided in order to validate the control proposal.
In the examples in this paper, the network setup considers Ethernet as the shared medium, and a Direct Control topology [1] , that is, a remote node (controller device) which is connected to the plant through the network, and one local node (with actuator and sensor devices) with direct communication to the plant and a local clock. In TrueTime, a set of so-called "interference nodes" are considered in order to modify the network load. In the practical application, the network traffic is varied by executing different kind of programs in several Programmable Logic Controllers (PLCs) and computers connected to the network.
In order to apply controller gain-scheduling methodologies, the delay measurement must be carried out for each sample. One option is to synchronize nodes [5] , [6] . If an accurate delay measurement is required, the synchronization protocol needs to send a huge quantity of special messages, increasing network load and hence delays. In the control structure in this paper, another option is to measure the round-trip time delay directly at the local side. Since sensor and actuator share the same local clock, no synchronization is required.
However, if no synchronization between remote and local nodes were considered and every device followed a time-driven policy, loss and reutilization of samples and control actions (what is known as message rejection and vacant sampling [2] ) could appear. These issues may be a potential source of instability.
In the context of small delays, these problems can be avoided when an event-based approach [7] is adopted at the controller and actuator devices. In this way, whereas the sensor device periodically samples the plant output, the controller and actuator devices are only triggered when data become available from the network. Indeed, with delays shorter than the sampling time (as assumed in this work) all events take place before next measurement sample.
Delay variations usually imply a control system performance degradation with respect to a nominal no-delay case. Thus, some control considerations must be introduced to face this problem:
• first, an adequate choice and design of the controller; • second, how this controller must compensate the time-varying delays; • finally, to prove closed-loop stability under the expected network behavior. Regarding the first subject, a dual-rate setup [8] - [11] (considering that the control period is faster than the measurement period) is adopted in order to improve performance with relation to a single-rate approach, and to maintain an unloaded network [8] , [12] . More concretely, due to its practical interest [13] , [14] , a dual-rate PID controller will be utilized.
With respect to compensating the time-varying delays, as previously commented, the value of the current round-trip time delay is known at the actuator device. Then, the remote controller has no information about it to generate the current control action. This problem can be faced via different control proposals (for instance: delay estimation and robust control [6] , robust state-feedback and time-varying observers [15] , [16] , etc). In this work, a novel approach is proposed, which is based on interpolating at the actuator some information provided by a delay-dependent dual-rate control law implemented at the controller node. Due to the actuator interpolation, several control actions are sent through the network as a packet. Hence, a compromise arises between the higher network load involved and the benefits to be obtained. Note, however, that in many cases, the minimum packet size and network protocol bytes make the overhead for sending several control actions almost insignificant: for the same total information transmitted, packet-based control [17] involves a much lower network activity.
The proposed control strategy is based on a gain scheduling approach presented in [18] . Other gain scheduling strategies in the context of networked control systems can be found in [19] and [20] .
Regarding the third control aspect to be treated, as the problem becomes time-varying, stability for arbitrary time-varying network delays in different network load situations must be proved. For each network scenario, a performance objective can be defined. So, linear matrix inequalities (LMI) [21] will be used in a probabilistic Linear Time-Varying (LTV) setting [22] . Considering different network load scenarios, a multiobjective study can be carried out.
In summary, the main objective of this paper is to improve the preliminary study developed in [18] , incorporating the following:
• a remote controller structure, separated from both actuator and sensor, which nevertheless does not require the exchange of time-stamped data; • probabilistic information of delays: considering only one LMI constraint (average decay) instead of one for each possible sampling period; in this way, temporal random increases of the Lyapunov function are tolerated as long as the average over time is decreasing; • a multiobjective setting considering different persistent network load conditions. There are also alternative approaches to stability analysis of networked control systems which could be adapted to the proposed setup, see [23] - [31] ; the main ideas behind some of them are briefly commented in Section III-D. The reader is particularly referred to [32] for a combination of gridding with nonoptimistic overbounding in a stochastic control case.
The structure of this paper is as follows. First, in Section II, the methodology to study the network characteristics is introduced. In Section III, the control considerations are presented (a review of the gain scheduling approach in Section III-A, a dualrate PID controller realization in Section III-B, how to interpolate the control signal in Section III-C, and the control system stability in Section III-D). Section IV-A shows the expected improvements by means of simulation results and LMI analysis for the proposed example. A real implementation to validate the previous results is presented in Section IV-B. Finally, Section V enumerates the main conclusions.
II. SUMMARY DESCRIPTION OF THE
NETWORKED-CONTROL SETTING Consider a process (local node) and a remote controller interconnected by a shared communication network, as described in Fig. 1 .
The local side includes:
• a time-triggered sensor (measuring at a period of , where is a basic sampling rate and is a multiplicity factor); • an event-based actuator;
• the process to be controlled. Both the sensor and the actuator are assumed to be connected to the process with a direct AD/DA link, respectively.
The remote side includes an event-based multirate PID controller, which is connected to the plant via the network. The controller computation is triggered when a sample arrives from the network, and it sends a set of control actions to the event-based actuators (see Section III).
At the local side, the sensor and actuator are assumed to share a local timer. 1 So, both of them are perfectly synchronized, and the round-trip time delays can be measured when getting the "control-action-received" event time. For the th measurement , the actual round-trip time delay is , where is the latest sensor measurement time (a suitable multiple of ) and is the time of reception of the control-action packet at the actuator end. This delay is equal to (1) where is the sensor-to-controller delay, is the controller-to-actuator delay, and is a remote computation time delay.
As the controller structure chosen in this work (see Section III) does not depend on the arrival time of information , the only relevant magnitude will be the lumped round-trip delay . This might not be the case for other control structures in which separate , , might be relevant.
If the measured data is not time-stamped, the total roundtrip delay can be computed at the local side by subtracting the latest measurement time to ; however, the lack of time-stamping and synchronization makes the remote side unable to exploit this timing information. The subtraction procedure works under the assumption of no sample loss and , being (hence no packet disorder is assured). These conditions will be assumed to hold in the sequel.
If time-stamped data were transmitted in the same frame than sensor data, then can be made available to the remote controller and, eventually, also . This is the approach used in [15] where some gain-scheduling approaches were proposed on the remote side. The solution in this work will avoid the need of time-stamping data by performing gain-scheduling operations on the local side.
If the network link is shared between different processes and tasks, it will be a reasonable assumption that network delays may vary with time. This is the case in Ethernet networks [19] , [33] . In other network protocols, such as Profibus, the sequence of communication operations can be made more predictable [34] , [35] but, anyway, the delays will also change (although possibly predictably) if the measurement period is not a multiple of a basic network-polling period.
Irrespective of the nature of the underlying network, the procedures in this work change controller settings based on the measured delays. However, in the examples in later sections, the chosen network for simulation has been an Ethernet one, and the simulation tool has been TrueTime [4] .
In order to simulate different network load conditions when transmitting control information, the TrueTime application has been suitably configured including additional network nodes inserting sporadic traffic, as discussed next.
A. TrueTime Configuration
TrueTime is a well-known networked-control simulation application for Matlab/Simulink which has been chosen to demonstrate the proposals in this work. In order to simulate the aboveproposed control structure ( Fig. 1) , the needed components of the TrueTime application appear depicted in Fig. 2 .
The above structure incorporates the local node, the remote controller node and two interference nodes generating network load. So, four parameters define the operation mode for each interference node:
• , maximum frame size. • , fraction of the network bandwidth occupied by the node . • , weighting index for the parameter . It is a random number defined as .
• , number of nodes emulated by this one. In this way, each interference node can send a frame whose size will be bytes. If this action were repeated times, the consequent effect would be equivalent to send a frame of bytes. As is a random parameter, the frame size will vary randomly in each iteration, and so, time-varying delays will appear in the network environment.
This application enables to use different load conditions for each data path, since each interference node can define its own value for the parameters and . Even, the parameter could vary randomly in a different range. In addition, once the network bandwidth is defined in the TrueTime tool, the parameter can be automatically updated. Thus, this application offers a straightforward way to analyze this kind of networked control systems.
With the above settings, it is easy to obtain histograms of the time-varying delays which can be used to approximate probability distributions.
For instance, in later examples in this work, an Ethernet network working at 10 Mb/s is considered. With this bandwidth, the maximum frame size is bytes [36] . Two situations are studied: an unloaded network considering , and a loaded network with . In both cases, for simplicity, for both paths, and an estimated A/D-D/A conversion time of 0.01 s is considered. In this way, for a simulation of 3.5 h ( transmitted packets), Fig. 3 shows the first round-trip time delays measured for each case. Fig. 4 shows the histograms for the previous delay distributions. The simulation seems to suggest , so that there is no loss of sensor samples. Although Gaussian distribution approximation for the Ethernet network delay is suggested in some references [19] , [33] , TrueTime seems to simulate a triangular-shaped density probability function. Anyway, the later stability analysis may accommodate any probability distribution so the discussion on the reasons because of which the above distributions are obtained is not relevant. From these histograms, a probabilistic LMI study (to be presented in Section III-D) can be carried out. Performance analysis can be developed separately for each network load case, or in a multiobjective setting. The details on such procedures appear in Sections III-V.
III. CONTROL CONSIDERATIONS

A. Controller Gain Scheduling Approach
In the proposed approach, a plant will receive a set of control actions which depend on the network delay, ; the controller will have adjustable parameters so the control action will be obtained from , being . denotes an event-driven sampling operation at regular instants. Note that, as the timing information is not known to the remote controller, the actual gain scheduling must be carried out at the local side, as discussed later in this section.
The aim of this approach is to introduce a controller retuning law in order to maintain nominal (no-delay) control performance despite network delays.
In this work, the closed-loop poles will be chosen as a sensible criterion to define control performance. So, a so-called performance vector will take the form (2) where are the design parameters (includes the PID controller parameters), is the network delay, represents the closedloop operator , and the operator represents the eigenvalue computation of the resulting state-space matrix. In principle, a time-invariant nature for will be considered for design (otherwise, poles do not exist). Later on, time-variant stability analysis will be used to check the obtained results.
Thus, the nominal situation to be kept will be defined by , being the nominal controller parameters designed for a delay-free case. If a delay appears, the values for the performance vector will change with respect to . However, retuning according to the delay, , one can try to make this difference as small as possible. The following linear scheduling law is proposed:
where is denoted as scheduling vector, which is deduced after solving a least-square problem on the minimization of the first-order Taylor term of (details are omitted for brevity, more information in [18] ). The result takes the form (4) being a weighting filter (to give priority to dominant poles), evaluated at , , and is the vector of derivatives with respect to parameters evaluated at the same nominal point.
B. A Dual-Rate Controller Realization
The chosen controller structure will be a dual-rate PID [18] . . . . . . . . .
where, as previously used, are iterations at period , is the current network delay and is the error signal. The controller parameters are , , , i.e., the proportional, integral and derivative gains, respectively, and is a derivative noise-filter pole.
The nominal dual-rate PID controller gains (that is, , , , ) can be designed by means of classical procedures such as direct design [37] , time response optimization [14] , or discretization of continuous PID controllers [38] . Afterwards, such parameters are adjusted via the scheduling approach proposed above.
This realization assumes that the proportional and integral actions are generated at the slow period, and the derivative one, which has relationship with anticipation and high-frequency behavior, is concentrated in the first sample. In [18] , some implementation alternatives (as the noise filter operating at a fast rate) are discussed.
C. Control Signal Interpolation
As commented in Section II, measurements are carried out with period
. From nonconventional sampling literature, will be also denoted as global period or metaperiod, being the control period, and . Then, a dual-rate controller generates control actions in every metaperiod.
As event-based devices, when a packet reaches either the controller or the actuator, they start to run a sequence of activities, as discussed below.
1) Controller Activities: When a packet reaches the controller (the measurement-received event), the controller must compute the control action sequence (at fast period) to be sent to the actuator. However, as such a sequence depends on the total round-trip delay (which is unknown when the sensor packet reaches the controller), the controller will compute a sequence of actions to be sent as a lookup table to be interpolated in the actuator.
• First, a set of candidate delays are chosen as interpolation points and the PID parameters are computed for them according to the linear gain scheduling formula (3).
• Then, for each of the above interpolation points, the parameters are plugged into the realization (5) and a sequence of control actions is obtained.
• A matrix with the control actions for each interpolation point is formed and sent to the actuator over the network. For instance, for two interpolation points, takes the form 2) Actuator Activities: When reaches the actuator, the following steps are triggered.
• First, the reception time is taken. Then, as was previously taken, (1) can be computed, and obtained.
• Second, from the received subset of control actions , the array of control actions to be finally applied to the process will be generated by means of a linear interpolating function • Finally, will be applied at the time of arrival of the packet ( time units after the measurement was taken), and the other , as they are not influenced by the network delay, will be applied at their respective trigger times . Note that if the delay were (8) the first control actions would not be applied. Fig. 6 depicts the activities for the general case by means of a flow chart.
D. Stability Analysis
It is well-known that the feedback connection of a generic controller and a process in a lifted framework [39] can be expressed as (see details, for example, in [13] and [18] ) (9) where the augmented state contains both the controller states and the plant state variables.
Due to network characteristics, network delay can vary from metaperiod to metaperiod. Then, in (9) must be replaced by to represent a discrete LTV system (10) In the present work, a probabilistic model of the network delay will be assumed so a probability density function is assumed known. Indeed, experimental or simulated data from Ethernet-based control have been fitted in literature to, for instance, exponential or Gaussian distributions [19] , [33] . Also, as previously discussed, the TrueTime software package allows obtaining simulation-based histograms for .
Assuming, then, the random variation of the network delay, stability of the closed-loop system will be analyzed in the mean square sense [22] (a particular case of the Martingales convergence theorem [40] ), by means of a quadratic Lyapunov function (11) which will be shown to decrease in average, so will tend to zero hence the state will converge to zero with probability one ( denotes the statistical expectation). The average descent to prove will be expressed as (12) or, considering an average decay rate , the descent expression yields (13) Replacing the closed-loop equations in (11), the Lyapunov decrescence condition(13) can be written as the following probabilistic linear matrix inequality: (14) where is a dummy parameter ranging in a set where the time-varying parameter is assumed to take values in, and matrix is composed of decision variables to be found by a semi-definite programming solver.
For a generic probability distribution, working with the above integral may be cumbersome. For bounded , a dense enough gridding in must be set up in order to approximately check for the above conditions. This procedure extends the LMI gridding in [15] and [41] to a probabilistic case. In this work, will be an interval . Choosing a set of equally spaced values , so that , , (14) can be approximately rewritten as (15) which is a standard LMI to be solved by widely known methods [21] , [42] .
Note that the above results are more relaxed than those in the previous related work by the authors [18] . Indeed, in a probabilistic case there is only one LMI constraint (average decay) instead of one for each possible sampling period in [18] . In this way, temporal random increases of the Lyapunov function are tolerated as long as the average over time is decreasing. Hence, better results in stability analysis can be obtained; however, the gridding approach leaves intermediate points out of the analysis so, in rigor, the results are not valid unless the grid is very fine. Some comments and alternative approaches are later discussed.
1) Approximation of Probability Distribution:
In Section II, histograms for different load conditions on an Ethernet framework have been simulated (see Fig. 4 ). From these histograms, an approximated probability distribution for each network situation can be obtained, taking into account that the larger the simulation time is, the more representative the histograms and hence the probability distribution will be [43] , [44] .
2) Multiobjective Analysis: The above idea can be extended to considering several possible network states, say , with different performance objectives. Each network state will be described by a probability density of the network delay , and a performance objective , . For example, two objectives can be considered: the first one can be defined by the probability function for an unloaded network (with a probability distribution around a "short" delay mean), and the other objective for a saturated network case (with a larger delay mean).
Then, the Lyapunov decrescence conditions can be written as the following probabilistic linear matrix inequalities: (16) or, for computation, being replaced by its discrete approximation (15) .
For simplicity, the decay-rate conditions (15) will be later used. Other well-known LMI conditions could be set up (see [21] and [45] for details) for pole-region of norm-bound performance measures.
It is well known that the optimal result of multiobjective analysis will be a Pareto front with the optimal performance for a particular , being the rest fixed. If the performance bounds on the rest of constraints are made more restrictive, the resulting decreases. The reader is referred to [46] for basic ideas on multiobjective optimization.
Note that the use of the shared Lyapunov function in (16) proves stability of the networked control system for any probabilistic mixture of the considered network states [i.e., a network state whose probability density can be expressed as a convex combination of those in LMIs (16)].
3) Limiting Worst-Case Performance: In a realistic situation, actual probability distributions for delays might substantially differ from those in the above stability analysis, at least in some situations (faults, unpredicted overloads, etc.). Hence, it is advised to include a "backup" performance analysis considering the case of arbitrary delay changes with unknown probability. A way of solving the issue would be using an LMI gridding approach [15] , [18] requiring the LMIs below to hold for some degraded performance measure , and for a representative enough grid of delay values (17) where, for instance, would amount to requiring stability as the minimum performance requirement on any unexpected situations. Note that a different Lyapunov function has been used, as this worst-case analysis does not need to consider the switching between it and the previously considered situations.
4) Alternative Approaches for a More Precise Analysis:
Other alternative techniques for stability analysis may be used in the proposed setup, both in the robust case (arbitrary probability distribution) [18] or in the stochastic framework. As this paper focuses on the dual-rate PID controller structures, the reader is referred to works such as [15] , [23] , [26] , and [28] for contributions regarding state-feedback designs, etc., in some cases for delays larger than one sampling period (via augmented realizations, see [27] ). Also, networked control systems may be considered a particular case of stochastic hybrid systems [31] .
Regarding [18] , it is clear that gridding gives somehow optimistic performance bounds by neglecting intermediate values to those in the grid. Several alternatives to overcome such limitation can be considered in the framework of uncertain systems. In [24] , a grid generation algorithm is provided to remove the above issue; in [30] , a Lipschitz-like condition is used; some convex bounds of the relevant set of matrices are suggested in [25] (via Taylor expansions) and [26] (based on the exponential of the real Jordan form). In [29] , multiple loops sharing a network are considered; depending on which node has the network access, a different model is obtained; the networked control system is considered to be an uncertain discrete switched system for LMI analysis.
Regarding the stochastic-stability approach, many sampled-data networked-control systems may be regarded as a particular case of "impulsive renewal systems" [28] , where the sampling periods are independent identically-distributed random variables. The continuous state includes the zero-order hold state (i.e., ). LMI characterizations of mean-square stability are given [28, Theorem 2] which reduce to (14) in some particular cases. Some extensions of the LQR control to the renewal-system case are also presented.
Finally, the paper [32] combines both the polytopic overapproximation idea and the discretization of probability density functions, by carrying out a polytopic approximation in each of the elements of a triangulation of the sampling rate/delay space and obtaining the discrete probability of each triangle. In this way, probabilistic information is not lost and the optimistic gridding is avoided, solving open issues of the presented methodology.
IV. APPLICATION EXAMPLE: CONTROL OF A CRANE PLATFORM
In this section, a test-bed Ethernet environment is used to implement the proposed NCS (see Fig. 7 ), which includes the following devices.
• An industrial crane platform (to be controlled) equipped with three cc motors (to actuate each axis: , , ) and five encoders (to sense the three axis and two different angles). The motors are controlled by an analog signal in the range . The encoders provide a position measurement of 1 V/m. In this application only the axis is actuated and sensed. Details on the crane characteristics can be obtained at http://www.inteco.com.pl (3D crane apparatus).
• A local computer which is connected to the platform by means of a DAQ board.
• Two PLCs and one computer working as interference nodes in order to introduce different load scenarios. • A switch shared by the previous devices to connect them to Ethernet.
• A remote laptop computer where the event-based controller is implemented. The network configuration will be the one in Section II, whose probability histograms and configuration parameters have been already described.
The objective of the methodology of this paper is being able to design a working network-based controller from TrueTime simulation and LMI tools. Hence, the section will be divided into a first a priori control design phase with LMI and simulation studies and, later, an experimental verification of the applicability of the obtained results.
A. Model-Based Design and Simulation Study
In this section, the following DC motor plant of the axis of an industrial crane will be used as the controlled plant at the local side:
The main aim of this example is to show the possibilities of the event-based dual-rate PID controller when it is retuned according to Ethernet network delays.
First of all, the dual-rate PID controller choice is justified. Then, the probabilistic LMI analysis is performed, comparing the nominal controller with the scheduled one. Finally, time response for both controllers is simulated by means of the TrueTime application.
1) Controller Choice:
A comparison, for the no-delay case, between single-rate regulators and a dual-rate PD regulator is carried out.
The output sampling time for the dual-rate case will be , since, as shown in Fig. 4 , the largest delay obtained in the simulations is 0.39 s (delay bound:
), and then the requirement commented after (1) , that is , is fulfilled.
Since the motor plant has an integrator, a suitable control can be achieved with a PD controller.
In Fig. 8 , three different design options are compared:
• a single-rate cancellation controller with the fastest possible poles at ; • a conventional PD controller, at the same rate; • a dual-rate PD controller . Results show that the intersample behavior of the cancellation controller has almost 11% overshoot and settling time of 0.75 s.
From an initial root-locus design, the single-rate PD is finetuned by hand to achieve a response as fast as possible. It is the bilinear discretization of for the values: , , . Although the settling time achieved is similar to that of the cancellation controller (0.85 s), the overshoot is drastically worse (35%).
The dual-rate PD corresponds to the realization (5), with values It achieves the least overshoot (8%) and the least settling time (0.65 s).
As the dual-rate setup obtains a better response in the proposed scenario, the dual-rate PD has been chosen as the nominal controller.
From the nominal parameters, the gain scheduling approach achieves a delay-dependent law. To do it, firstly, the parameters and in (4) must be obtained (steps omitted for brevity, see [18] for details). Then, considering as the identity matrix, the least-squares solution produced the following scheduling law as a function of the measured network delay : 
2) Mean-Square Stability Analysis:
The closed-loop poles as a function of are an optimistic estimate of the actual performance for varying . Then, in order to assess the stability of the setup in probabilistic time-varying delays, an LMI gridding has been carried out computing the closed-loop realization for the delay bound . Thus, the parameter space is , and grid points for the probability density approximation (15) were taken. In order to have a reasonable estimation of the probability distributions, the network has been simulated for a time interval h (as shown in Section II), such that the probability density estimations for and those for differ less than 0.0039 for all cells. Two cases are analyzed. In the first one, considering each network situation separately (a different Lyapunov function for each scenario), the LMI in (15) is applied to each situation to obtain the minimum for which a feasible solution exists. In the second case, a multiobjective analysis is performed by considering a unique Lyapunov function for both network load scenarios. The second case is more conservative but allows for stability guarantees for mixtures and random switching between both scenarios. The two proposed cases are somehow extreme situations from which would happen in a practical situation. If each of the network behaviors is very likely to remain active for a dwell-time significantly longer than the loop's settling time, then assumptions in case 1 will be closer to reality. If arbitrary, fast, network load changes were expected, then case 1 would be too optimistic and the analysis in case 2 would be recommended.
Regarding the first analysis, results are presented in Table I , both for the scheduled PD and for the nominal one.
In conclusion, the less the network is loaded, the better worstcase performance can be guaranteed. In addition, the scheduled approach shows better behavior than the nominal one. Now, the second (multiobjective) study is carried out. Fig. 9 shows a Pareto front that summarizes the analysis, which is developed by setting the decay-rate of one objective and optimizing the other's one. As depicted, the decay-rates obtained in the previous study for the unloaded network case (here, the first objective) can not be now achieved, despite considering the highest decay-rate for the second objective , that is, the loaded network scenario. However, if , the previous decay-rates for the loaded network case can be achieved. Finally, the figure reveals the scheduled approach outperforms again the nominal one.
3) Worst-Case Stability: In order to assess the worst-case behavior of the proposed PID regulator, the LMIs in (17) have been tested for different maximum delay bounds. The results appear on Table II .
As a conclusion, the proposed gain scheduled regulator improves worst-case performance for small delays (up to 0.2), as expected from the Taylor-series argumentation used in its design. In large delays, the linearized approximation of the performance loses precision and results are similar (marginally worse, in fact) than those of a nonscheduled regulator. In fact, there are delay distributions involving delays larger than 0.3 which might render the system unstable.
In summary, from the analysis of both tables we may conclude that the use of probabilistic information indicates that the Taylor-series design seems a sensible practical procedure if the probability of large delays is low, as intuitively expected, because average performance is improved. If, however, no likelihood of (transient) unstability is required, then the network must be reconfigured so the maximum delay does not exceed 0.3 s or the initial controller specifications must be changed (reducing gains to improve robustness).
4) TrueTime Simulation:
Since the previous figures indicate only stability and decay-rate, it is interesting to simulate the control system time response in order to observe other performance differences such as overshoot. In order to better compare the time response for the scheduled and the nominal (no delay, no scheduling) strategies, the TrueTime simulation program described in Section II is executed with the two different network configurations, which are used in the obtention of the probability histograms.
As previously discussed, the proposed network configuration is the same as in Section II. Of course, each different simulation run involves a different realization of the random delay which might not have the same empirical histogram. This might lead to some variations between the predicted performance and the actually achieved one in a short simulation run.
In Fig. 10 , the unloaded network case is shown. Considering a step generator as a reference, the scheduled PD achieves better control performance than the nominal one. Depending on the network delay which is measured when the reference changes, the performance indexes vary. Anyway, the scheduled regulator reduces the overshoot at least 10% and up to 40%, and the settling time is reduced up to 60%, with 30% on the average. Fig. 11 shows how the nominal regulator worsens drastically its previous control system performance, due to the existence of larger delays in a loaded network. Again, the scheduled PD achieves a better behavior.
Although the scheduled proposal does not exactly follow the no-delay response (the Taylor-series scheduling only keeps performance for small delays near the nominal conditions), simulation results show that this proposal always seems to outperform the unscheduled nominal design (under the proposed probability distributions of the network delay), confirming the previous LMI analysis theoretical results.
B. Experimental Results
Once the simulation studies have been deemed satisfactory, the controller parameters obtained in the previous section have been applied directly to control the real experimental system.
Several experiments are carried out, where the number and complexity of the tasks developed by the interference nodes is modified in order to obtain different load scenarios ranging between the two extreme histograms on Fig. 12 .
All the experiments present the same trend observed in the TrueTime simulation, that is, the scheduled PD controller point out a better behavior than the nominal PD controller. For brevity, only the results of one of the experiments are shown. Fig. 12 presents the histograms for each network load case, and a similar shape to those shown in Fig. 4 can be stated. Note, since these practical experiences are based on a short run, few packets are transmitted and hence histograms present lower resolution than those obtained in simulation (Fig. 4) . Finally, the position output for the axis depicted in Figs. 13 and 14 can be, respectively, compared to those in Figs. 10 and 11, validating the control proposal. Note that at some transients in Fig. 13 , both approaches present a similar performance. This is due to existing, casually, short network delays at those instants (for example, around ). In other transients (around , , and ), random delays are bigger and, hence, a larger difference between both control strategies appears.
From the experimental data, the integral of the absolute error (IAE) performance criterion has also been computed, its results 
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a delay-dependent dual-rate gain-scheduled controller structure is proposed. Its stability analysis exploits probabilistic time-varying delay information. Such information can be obtained from a network with either direct monitoring or suitable simulations (for instance, with the TrueTime package in this case).
The network setup considers two different sides: the remote one (controller) and the local one (plant, sensor and actuator). The network is assumed to be shared with other nodes generating a randomly-varying load on it.
An event-based dual-rate PID controller is chosen in order to reduce network traffic, to improve control performance, and to avoid clock synchronization problems. Its control actions are generated using an interpolating function based on a delay-dependent gain scheduling approach. So, by actuating in a timevarying scheduled way, control performance degrades less than when using the nominal no-delay regulator parameters.
An LMI analysis enables to study the closed-loop system's mean-square stability. LMI results point out a better behavior for the scheduled controller than for the nominal one.
The experimental validation on an Ethernet test-bed shows a delay histogram which is reasonably close to the TrueTime simulations and also a closed-loop control response which agrees with the calculations and simulations in the design phase. Hence, the experimental results seem to validate the methodology. He has taken part in research projects funded by government and the European community. His research interests include multirate control systems, networked-based control systems, and event-based control systems.
